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Abstract�We present a competiton scheme which dynami�
cally allocates the number of trials given to di�erent search
strategies� The competition scheme changes the sizes of the
subgroups� but also the size of the whole population� The
competition scheme is able to combine the strengths of in�
dividual search strategies in a synergetic way� This claim is
demonstrated by numerical experiments with two di�cult
functions to be optimized�
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I� Introduction

Most evolutionary algorithms depend on a set of control
parameters	 Often the optimal setting of the parameters
depends on the particular application	 Moreover the opti�
mal control parameters may vary for di
erent stages of the
search	
There are two basic ways of adapting the parameters	

The �rst is to use some externally speci�ed schedule ��
��	 The second applies the mechanisms of evolution itself	
This approach is successfully used in evolution strategies
��	
In this paper we present an adaptation method based on

competing subpopulations	 It is a major extension of the
scheme presented in ���	 The new competition allows the
adaptation of one of the most important control parameters
of evolutionary algorithms� the size of the population	
The outline of this paper is as follows	 In section � eco�

logical models relevant to our competition scheme are pre�
sented	 In section � the competition scheme for evolution�
ary algorithms is explained	 The most important operators
and control parameters of the breeder genetic algorithms
�BGA� are summarized in section �	 The performance of
the competition is shown in section � for multimodal func�
tions	 A conclusion is given in section �	

II� The ecology of populations

Nature has managed to arrive at very complex systems
using genetic evolution by natural selection	 This mech�
anism has been applied to arti�cial systems by standard
evolutionary algorithms	 But nature does not stop with
just one species	 It has created many species which in�
teract in ecologies	 By the interaction of di
erent species
their population size is continuously adapted	 The success
of these mechanisms suggests that they might also be rel�
evant for extending evolutionary algorithms	 Therefore a
short overview of these mechanisms seems appropriate	
Ecology deals with the relationships between organisms

and their environment� including in particular the inter�
actions between di
erent species	 Unfortunately even the
analysis of the interaction between two species can be quite
complicated� involving the e
ects of exterior and interior
parameters	 As a �rst approximation one may distinguish
four basic situations � competition� predator�prey� sym�

biosis and host�parasite	
The most popular equations for analyzing the interaction

of species are generalizations of the famous Lotka�Volterra
equations	 The Lotka�Volterra competition equation de�
scribes the development of competing species as follows ��

dNi

dt
� ri� �Ni

�
��

Ni � �ijNj

Ki

�
���

Here Ni denotes the population size of species i� ri� the
intrinsic rate of increase� Ki the carrying capacity and �ij
the interaction coe�cient to species j	 The carrying ca�
pacity is the maximal number of individuals which can be
supported by the limiting resource	
This equation has been studied extensively ��	 It is very

useful for understanding the complex patterns which may
arise by interacting species	 For a competition scheme to
be implemented these equations cannot be used because
the interaction coe�cients cannot be speci�ed in advance	
Therefore our model omits the interaction coe�cients and
uses a quality criterion to adapt the population sizes of the
competing subpopulations	

III� Competition between subpopulations

A� The basic competition model

Our competition scheme requires a quality criterion to
rate a group� a gain criterion to reward or punish the
groups� an evaluation interval� and a migration interval	
The evaluation interval gives each strategy the chance to
demonstrate its performance in a certain time window	 By
occasional migration of the best individuals groups which
performed badly are given a better chance for the next
competition	 The sizes of the groups have a lower limit	
Therefore no strategy is lost	 The number of competing
subpopulations �S� depends on the set of strategies used
in the competition	 Normally the number of groups is be�
tween � and �	

Our quality criterion �Q� is based on the �tness of
the best individual of the group	 To avoid an ine��
cient oscillation of group sizes we use information about
the last � generations for the evaluation	 The vector
�b � �b�� � � � � b��T provides the indices of the groups which



contained the global best individual in the last � genera�
tions	 bk � f�� � � � � Sg with k � �� � � � � � denotes the index
of the group which contained the best individual k�� gen�
erations before	 So k � � denotes the current generation�
k � � the previous one� etc		 In our experiments the time
window � is set to ��	
The following formula describes the quality of group i	

Qi��b� �
�X

k��

�
��k��

�
� i � bk

� � i �� bk
���

In the following w� denotes the index of the group with
highest quality	 If several groups have the best quality� one
of them is randomly chosen	

The gain criterion �G� de�nes how the population size
of each group is modi�ed according to its quality	 Nor�
mally� the size of the group with the best quality increases�
the sizes of all other groups decrease	 The following scheme
increases the size of the best group by the accumulated loss
of the others	 The loss of a group is proportional to its pop�
ulation size	 The loss factor � � ��� � de�nes the rate of
loss	 The extinction of a group is avoided by a spezi�ed
minimal popsize Nmin

i 	
The decrease of populations size Lti is determined by the

following equation�

Lti �

����
���

� � i � w�

N t
i � � � i �� w� � N t

i ��� �� � Nmin
i

N t
i � Nmin

i � i �� w� � N t
i ��� �� � Nmin

i

���

for i � �� � � � � S� Here N t
i denotes the size of group i in

generation t	 Typically we use a loss factor � � �����	
The di
erence of population size �N t

i is given by the fol�
lowing equation	 The winner species gets the accumulated
loss of all other species	

�N t
i �

���
��

SP
j��

Ltj � i � w�

�Lti � i �� w�

���

The population size of each group of the next generation
is given by�

N t��
i � N t

i ��N t
i ���

This gain criterion leads to a fast adaptation of the group
sizes	 Each group� exept the best� loses the same percent�
age of individuals	

The evaluation interval 	 and the migration inter�

val 
 are rather robust external parameters	 The evaluta�
tion interval speci�es the number of generations between
successive competitions	 The migration interval de�nes the
number of generations between a migration of the global
best individual to the other groups	 After a migration all
subpopulations contain the global best individual	 Typi�
cally we work with 	 � � and 
 � ���

If one compares equations ��� and ��� with the general�
ized Lotka�Volterra equation ��� the following major dif�
ference can be observed	 Our equations are linear whereas

the Lotka�Volterra equation contains the nonlinear term
Ni � Nj	 The reason for this di
erence is that the Lotka�
Volterra equation models competition by individual en�
counters of two of each species	 Therefore the reduction
of a species depends on the population sizes of the compet�
ing species	 In contrast� our competition scheme evaluates
whole groups by taking the best individual as evaluation
criterion	
The current competition scheme seems appropriate for

cases in which the strategies used by the di
erent groups
di
er substantially	 If the di
erent strategies are more sim�
ilar to each other� then a competitor scheme as modeled by
the Lotka�Volterra equation might be better	 A step in this
direction is the extended competition model where the size
of the total population may vary	

B� The extended competition model

If search strategies di
er very much they may also require
a di
erent population size to be e�cient	 It has been shown
in �� that mutation is most e�cient in small populations
whereas recombination needs a larger population size	 This
can be modeled by introducing growth rates which depend
on the group	
In our implementation we introduced a consumption fac�

tor � for each subpopulation	 Biologically a consumption
factor speci�es the consumption of the limited resource by
one individual of a species � the higher the consumption
factors the lower the number of individuals which can be
supported by that resource	
We implemented this extension by introducing a normal�

ized population size �N 	

�Ni � �i �Ni ���

The gain criterion of equation ��� is now applied to the
normalized population sizes	 The sum of the normalized
population sizes remains constant because it is limited by
the limited resource K	 For �i � ��� ��i � �� � � � � S� the
extended model is the same as the basic model	

SX
i��

�Ni � K ���

In contrast to the basic competition model the sum of
the real population sizes varies during a simulation	 This
extended competition scheme is very useful for multimodal
problems where it is useful to locate the region of attraction
of the global �or a good local� optimumby a breadth search
and to do the �ne adaptation by an exploring strategy
afterwards	 In this case the strategy performing breadth
search gets a lower � than the other strategy	 So the total
population size is high at the beginning when the breadth
search works and low at the end when the �ne adaption is
done	 So the whole population size is adapted during the
run by the competition model	



IV� The BGA for continuous parameter

optimization

Let an unconstrained optimization problem be given on
a domain D � R

n

min�F ��x�� ai 	 xi 	 bi i � �� � � � � n � ���

The breeder genetic algorithm BGA was designed to
solve the above problem ��	 Like evolution strategies it
uses a real�coded representation	 The selection is done by
truncation selection� also called mass selection by breeders	
In this selection� which is identical to the ��� ��selection
in evolution strategies� the T� best of the individuals are
selected as parents and then mated randomly	 Normally we
use the elitist version of truncation selection where the best
individual always survives	 The BGA uses a set of search
strategies	 Here a search strategy of an EA is de�ned as an
arrangement of operators and their external parameters	
An overview of search strategies based on recombination
can be found in ��� and ���	 In ��� it was shown that a
new recombination scheme called fuzzy recombination

�FR� worked best as a breadth search	 In this paper we
only describe the BGA mutation scheme now in use and
the BGA line recombination which also uses this scheme	

BGA mutation BM��� k� ��

The current BGA mutation scheme depends on the mu�

tation range �� the precision factor k and a new parameter
� which is used to modify more than one variable	 � will
be described later	 The standard BGA mutation randomly
selects just one of the variables x�� � � � � xn	
Given xi a new value zi is computed according to

zi � xi � �i � �i�k� ���

�i is normally set to the domain of de�nition of
variable xi ��i � bi � ai�	 ��k� is a random variable which
is computed as follows�

��k� � sign�u� � ��k�juj �k � �� ����

with u 
U����� ��	 U��v� w� denotes the uniform proba�
bility distribution with support �v� w� � R	
k is called the precision constant	 The smallest absolute

value of ��k� is ��k the highest value is ���	 Therefore
the step sizes of the BGA�mutation are contained in the
interval ��i � �

�k� �i	
The pdf of the random variable ��k� is�

fk�x� �

�����
����

� �
��k�ln � �

�
x

� �� 	 x 	 ��k

�
��k�ln � �

�
x

� ��k 	 x 	 �

� � else

����

Figure � shows the pdf of ��k� for various k	
This mutation scheme is based on the discrete BGA mu�

tation scheme introduced in ��	 The rationale of the new
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Fig� �� Density function of the random variable ��k� for k��	
 and ��

continuous mutation scheme is similar to that of the dis�
crete one which has been explained in ��	 Because of gen�
erating much more small values this mutation scheme is
very robust according to the step size factor �	 Whereas
the standard BGA uses one �xed � which is set to domain
of de�nition of the variables� a competition between sub�
populations equipped with di
erent �s is used for problems
whose variables are not constrained to �nite intervals	
An extension of the BGA�mutation is speci�ed by a third

parameter �	 Whereas the former BGA�mutation applied
the mutation to each object variable with a probability of
pm � ��n� the new BGA�mutation modi�es all object pa�
rameters in the following way� The object parameters are
modi�ed in a random order denoted by �� � ���� ��� � � � � �n�	
The components of �x are modi�ed by�

z�j � x�j � ��j � ��j �k� � �
j�� j � �� � � � � n ����

The higher the rank of a variable the smaller is the
change �for the same ��	 For the standard BGA�mutation�
where exact one variable is modi�ed� we set � � � �note�
�� � ��	 The mutation stepsize decreases exponentially
starting from variable xi	 This is in accordance with the
design rationale of the BGA mutation	
A variant of this mutation scheme� denoted by

BM
���� k� ��� does not work with a random ordered ��� but

sorts the entries of �� relative to a random chosen element of
�x	 Let i be the index of this random chosen element	 Then
the �� is set as� �� � �i� i��� i��� i��� i��� � � ��	 In contrast
to the standard BGA�mutation the random variable ��k�
is sampled only once per creation of an o
spring	

z�j � x�j � ��j � ��k� � �
j�� j � �� � � � � n ����

The higher the distance to i the smaller is the change	
This variant is suited for �tness functions where neigh�
bored variables are strongly correlated	 It was successfully
applied to problems of variational calculus	

BGA line recombination BLR��� k�

The BGA line recombination uses components from



both� mutation and recombination	 It creates new points
in a direction given by the two parent points	 The place�
ment of the point is done by the BGA mutation scheme	 It
works as follows� Let �x � �x�� � � � � xn� and �y � �y�� � � � � yn�
be the parent strings with �x being the one with better �t�
ness	 Then the o
spring �z � �z�� � � � � zn� is computed by

zi � xi � �i � ��k� �
yi � xi
k�x� �yk

i � �� � � � � n ����

where ��k� is realized as de�ned in equation ����	
In contrast to standard recombination operators the step

size is independent of the distance of the parents	 So the
BGA line recombination may generate points which are far
from the given points �x and �y	

V� Numerical results

In ��� the e�ciency of the competition concept was
demonstrated by adapting the step size of the BGA�
Mutation to the current situation	 In this paper the ro�
bustness of the competition concept is demonstrated with
two functions� both of which are very di�cult to optimize�
Rosenbrock�s function ��� and Fletcher and Powell�s func�
tion ��	
Whereas Rosenbrock�s function can be characterized as a

steep curved valley� Fletcher and Powell�s function is based
on trigonometric functions and is multimodalwith the min�
ima randomly distributed	 The locations of the minima
are de�ned by randomly generated matrices	 In our exper�
iments we used the matrices generated by B ack ��	
FROS is a generalization of Rosenbrock�s function to n

variables	

FROS��x� �
n��X
i��

�
����xi�� � x�i �

� � ��� xi�
�
	

����

The de�nition range is ����� 	 xi 	 ����	 The optimum
at �x� � ��� � � � � �� has the function value F �

ROS
� ���	

The de�nition of Fletcher and Powell�s function is given
by�

FFP��x� �
nX
i��

�Ai � Bi�
� ����

Ai �
nX

j��

�aij sin�j � bij cos�j�

Bi �
nX

j��

�aij sinxj � bij cosxj�

with aij� bij � ������ ��� and �i � ���� ��
The de�nition range is �� 	 xi 	 �	 The optimum at

�x� � �� has the function value F �
FP

� ���	

A� Experiments

The experiments speci�ed in table � and table � demon�
strate both the e�ciency and the robustness of the com�
petition concept	 The �rst four experiments are typical

BGA runs without competition	 Experiment � performs a
breadth search by using the fuzzy recombination �FR� with
a high population size �N � ���� and a low selection inten�
sity �T � ����	 Experiment � and � use the BGA�mutation
�BM�� with di
erent population sizes	 Experiment � com�
bines both operators in one strategy	
The last three experiments use the competition model	

In experiments � and � the basic competition model is used
with four subpopulations with di
erent mutation ranges �
and a reduced precision factor k	 Experiment � has the
same operators and total population size as experiment �	
The same is true for experiments � and �	
Experiment � uses the extended competition model in�

troduced in this paper	 Here a competition between the
breadth search strategy of experiment � and the exploring
search of experiment � and � is combined	

E S i N�
i �i

OP
T

FR BM
�

� � � ��� ��� FR  ���
� � � �� ���  BM

������� �� ����
� � � �
 ���  BM

������� �� ����

 � � ��� ��� FR BM

������� �� ���

� 
 � �� ���  BM
������ �� ����

� � ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����

� � ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����


 � ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����

� 
 � �� ���  BM
������ �� ����

� 
 ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����

� 
 ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����


 
 ���  BM
��� � �������� �� ����

� � � ��� ������ FR  ���
� 
 ���  BM

������� �� ����

Table �� Experiments for Rosenbrock�s function� E denotes the index
of the experiment	 S the number of subpopulations	 i the index of a
subpopulation and �i the corresponding consumption factor� N�

i is the

initial size of a subpopulation� BM���� k��� denotes the BGA�mutation
and FR the fuzzy recombination �default� � � ��	�
�� T is the truncation
threshold� � is set to �	��

B� Development of population sizes

The development of populations sizes during a competi�
tion run is shown in Figures � and �	
Figure � shows a basic competition between four subpop�

ulations with di
erent step sizes analogue to experiment
�	 At the beginning the subpopulation equipped with the
highest step size performs best	 At the end the group with
the smallest step size has taken over	 The total population
size is distributed to the subpopulations according to their
actual contribution to the search process	 So the popula�
tion sizes of the subpopulations vary over time whereas the
total population size �denoted by SUM� remains constant	
Figure � shows an extended competition run with para�

meters similar to experiment �	 In order to get a better
picture we used a consumption factor twice as high as in
experiment �	 At the beginning the group performing fuzzy
recombination performs best	 At about generation �� the
group using mutation performs better and its population
size increases	 The total population size �SUM� decreases
from ��� to ��	
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C� Results

The numerical results of all experiments are shown in
Table �	 The di�culty of Rosenbrock�s function for search
is caused by the curved valley which has to be followed and
a second region of attraction at �x � ���� �� � � � � ��� Many
algorithms run into this point and are not able to follow the
narrow valley out	 The second di�culty can be avoided by
starting at �x � ��� �� � � �� ��� In this case a directed search
will �nd the global optimum	 Results for this experiment
can be found in ��	 In contrast to this we initialize the
population randomly in the search space	 For this case the
extended competition starting with a high population and
fuzzy recombination �experiment �� proved to be a very
robust search principle	 It is the only experiment which
found the optimum in all of the �� runs	 The number of
function evaluations needed is only about eight times of
the best result of �� which started at �x � ��� �� � � � � ��� The
experiments using the basic competition scheme �exp� and
exp�� show that it is more e�cient than the standard BGA
runs� but the robustness remains almost the same	
The real power of the extended competition becomes

more impressive if a very di�cult multimodal function like

E
FE ������

GEN BF FMEAN SD

� � � � ���	�
 ��
� �� �� ���
 ���	� ��
� �	� �� ���� ���
	 

� � � � �����	 ��
� �� �� ���� ���� ��
	 ��� 
� ��� ���	 
� �
	 �� �
�	 ��� � ���� �

Table �� Results for Rosenbrock�s function �n � ��� with termination
criterion f� �x� 
 ���� and initialisation� �x� � U����	����	���� ���
runs�� E � index of experiment	 FE � function evaluation of success�
ful runs	 GEN � generations of successful runs	 BF � best �tness	 F �
failed runs�

that of Fletcher and Powell is to be optimized	 In Table
� the setup of the three experiments with the function of
Fletcher and Powell is shown	 The �rst two experiments
�� and �� are standard BGA runs without competition	
Experiment �� uses the extended competition model	

E S i N�
i �i

OP
T

FR BM	BLR

� � � ��� ��� FR  ���
� � � �
 ���  BM	BLR ����
�� � � ��� ������ FR  ���

� 
 ���  BM	BLR ����

Table �� Experiments for Fletcher and Powell�s function� The BGA�
mutation BM��������	�� is used�

Table � shows the results for dimension n � � and
n � ��	 In the table the average �nal best function value
reached after ���� generations is shown	 The average of the
euclidian distance to the optimum denoted by k�xk shows
that the breadth search �exp�� is able to locate a region
which is closer to the optimum than the directed search
�exp�� although the �tness value is worse	 Note that the
distance to the optimum is also larger for the extended
competition �exp��� than for experiment �	 But the mean
of the best �tness di
ers for n � � in � orders of magni�
tude! The extended competition �exp��� outperforms the
standard BGAs using breadth search �exp�� or a directed
search �exp�� in terms of best �tness achieved	 For n � ��
the quality of the solution obtained by the extended com�
petition is similar to the results in ��	 These results have
been obtained without tuning by a standard setup	 Further
improvements for this di�cult function are to be expected	

n E
BF

kxkMEAN SD MIN MAX

�  ������ 
��
��� ������ ������� �����

 ����� ������� � � ���� �������� �����

�	 ����� �����
 � � ���� ����� ���	�

��  ��
� �		�� �	�	 ������ �����

 ����� ���	� 
�� �		�� ������

�	 ���	 ��	� � ����� ��
�

Table 
� Results for Fletcher and Powell after ���� generations ��� runs��
kxk denotes the euclidian distance to the optimum�



VI� Conclusions

This paper focused on the adaptation of population sizes
by competing subpopulations	 The competition model dy�
namically allocated the number of trials to di
erent search
strategies by adapting the population sizes of subpopula�
tions according to their actual contribution to the search	
The basic competition model which keeps the total popu�
lation size constant was extended to a competition model
whose total population size is adapted during an opti�
mization process	 This extended competition scheme en�
ables the use of search strategies needing di
erent popula�
tion sizes	 Starting with a large subpopulation performing
a breadth search and changing to a small subpopulation
equipped with a directed search is extremely pro�table for
the optimization of multimodal problems	
The robustness of the extended competition model was

demonstrated by applying BGA search strategies to two
di�cult functions	 The real power of the extended compe�
tition scheme became obvious for multimodal functions	
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